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Let K be a commutative field, S a finite ordered set and K( (S)) the topological 
K-algebra of power series in non-commuting variables from S, which can be 
defined as the Jo-adic completion of the free K-algebra K(S) with respect to the 
ideal JO generated by S, compare for instance [Ha, p.851. 
A power series f E K((S)) can be considered as an infinite series .f = 
CWE w c,,.w, cw E K, where W = W(S) is the monoid of words or monomials 
over S. The support off is {w E W : c,,, # 0} and the minimal element &‘) of 
supp (f) with respect to the degree-lexicographical ordering is called the lead- 
ing monomial off. 
A subset G of a closed ideal I in K( (S)) is called a Grobner basis for I, if the 
set p(G) of leading monomials generates the monoid ideal p(Z). 
There is a unique reduced Grobner basis G, for I, see Proposition 3.5, which 
will not be finite in general. 
In this article we describe a procedure which determines for a given set 
F c K (( S)) the reduced Grobner basis GF of the closed ideal in K (( S)) gener- 
ated by F: It is a dualization of the Buchberger-Mora algorithm for ideals in 
free algebras, see [Mol] and [MOM]. 
While there is a vast literature on the theory of Grobner bases for ideals in 
the commutative polynomial ring K[S] over S, see the references in [BW] and 
[AL], there are not many publications on Grobner bases for the algebra K[[S]] 
of commutative power series, see [BW, p.5251, [KFS] and [AMR]. 
The theory of noncommutative Griibner bases is already large, see [MOM], 
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[Gr], [U]; it includes the diamond lemma of Bergman [Be], the composition 
lemma of Bokut, see [Bo], [BM], and the algorithm of Knuth-Bendix, see [KB] 
or [E, Section 6.21, which treats the special case where the ideal in K(S) is 
generated by a set Fwith #supp(f) < 2 for all f E F. 
As far as we know, there have been no papers on Grobner bases for non- 
commutative power series. 
In Section 1 basic notions about the topological algebra K((S)) are given. We 
also show that the ideal generated by a variable y E S is not closed, if S contains 
more than one element. 
In Section 2 we show that any right monoid ideal XW in W has a unique 
minimal right ideal generator M,.(XW). Using the notion of the set D(X) of 
overlaps we show how M,.( WXW) can be obtained. 
In Section 3 we construct the reduction operator Yr_ for any subset r which is 
simple with respect to leading monomials by using the standard right ideal re- 
presentation. 
In Section 4 we give a criterion that the kernel of the reduction operator of a 
simple system r generates a two-sided ideal. 
The construction of the Griibner basis GF of the closed ideal Z(F) generated 
by F, which will be infinite in general, is given in Section 5. 
Of course the question of termination is an important one, but we do not con- 
sider it in this article, except for special cases, see Corollary 6.2. 
We give a few applications in Section 6. At first we describe the group 
Aut(K((S))) f o continuous K-algebra-automorphisms. To determine a Grob- 
ner basis of I(F), we get as a corollary, that we can reduce to the case where 
,~(,f) is a monomial of degree > 2 for allJ‘ E F. 
As an example the reduced Griibner basis of the ideals defining the power 
series algebras of noncommutative Neil parabolas y’ = .xX- are computed and it 
is shown that the localization at (1 - X) of K(.u,_~)/(y~ - x’) canonically em- 
beds into K((x,y))/($ - x’). 
We wish to thank T. Mora for stimulating discussions. 
I. NONCOMMUTATIVE POWER SERIES 
Let K be a commutative field, S = {.x; : i E Z} a finite set of variables. Denote by 
R = K(S) the associative unital K-algebra freely generated by S. K(S) is the 
monoid K-algebra of the monoid W(S) of words over the alphabet S. 
For allf E K(S) we will denote by supp(f) the minimal subset U of W(S) 
withf E K[U]. 
There is a canonical degree deg : K(S) - (0) + N. For all u’ E W(S) we 
have deg(w) = L(w), where L(w) is the length of M’. 
Let Jo = {xi,, ~J<=“o lvxirv : l;j,rij E R} be the (two-sided) ideal in K(S) gen- 
erated by S. 
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Jo is a maximal ideal, i.e. there is no ideal I # Jo, R with JO c I. Furthermore 
we have R/Jo = K. 
Denoting A, = R/J;, Ji the n-th power of the ideal JO, we have projections 
: A, --) A,_ 1. Taking the 
zimpletion of R = K(S), 
projective limit K((S)) : = Z? we get the Jo-adic 
see [Mol, $11, together with projections p,, : k + A,,. 
An element of Z? is a sequence a = (a,) nEN,a,, E &,7r,(a,,) = ~1,~ 1 for all II. 
There are unique homogeneousf, E R, fn = Cj $)I$!"), cl"' E K, IV/~) E W(S), 
deg(wj”)) = IZ, with: (I, is (the residue class of) Ciz: fk. 
Thus we identify (I with the formal sum CTYO fi = C c,jn)~\,jn) E K{(S)). 
Definition. K{(S)) = k is the power series K-algebra over non-commuting 
variables x;, i E I. 
For all f E K((S)) let ord(f) : = min{l(w) : MI E supp(f)}. where the support 
supp(f) is the minimal subset Uof W(S) withf = C,,.E L: t’,, W. c,,. E K. 
For all IZ’ E W(S), the coefficient of w in f, denoted by xll-(,f), is the unique 
c E K with w $ supp(f - CW). 
For II E N the two-sided ideal generated by all words 11’ E W(S) of length n is 
denoted by J”; J = J’. 
J” is the kernel of the projection p,! of the projective limit 1E A, = K((S)) 
onto A,,. 
K((S)) is provided with the J-adic topology. For any a E K((S)), a basis of 
neighbourhoods of a for the J-adic topology is given by {J” + u : n E N}. 
As a topological vector space K((S)) is g enerated by W = W(S), and @ = W 
is a J-adic basis in the following sence: 
Definition. A subset Q, c K((S)) of linearly independent elements is called 
J-adic vector space basis of K( (S)), if for all II E FV the set {p E @ : ~,~(y) # 0} 
generates a K-vector subspace of K( (S)) w ic h’ h is a complement of J” in K((S)). 
Let Z c K((S)) be a two-sided ideal. 
Definition. I is called closed ideal iff the (topological) closure of I is contained 
in I. 
Remark. The ideals J” are both closed and open. 
Lemma 1.1. Z is closed i#‘Z = nTy, (I + J”). 
Proof. The intersection of all closed sets Z + Jk is closed, thus Z is closed if it 
equals this intersection. 
Let Z be closed. If a E nr=, (I + Jk), u = C,“=, (~7; + u[) with ui E 
I - Z n J”, u[ E Jk, then we have to show u - C&, ui E I. But C/i”=, u;’ is a 
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Cauchy sequence per definition of the J-adic topology, thus Cr=, ai E I, be- 
cause I is closed. 0 
Lemma 1.2. Let S = {x, y}. Then the idealgenerated by y in K( (S)) is not closed. 
Proof. The element .f : = Crzo xkyxk is in the closure of I, supp(f) contains 
words x~~.x” for all k E N. We will show by contradiction that there are no 
t E N, l;, ri E K( (x. y)), i = 0,. . . t withf = CfzO I;yrj. 
If f = XI=0 /,yr; = C:=, (Ii + Iy)y(r: + ry), with Ii,r( E K[[x]] c K((x.y)), 
where supp(I~) and supp(rf’) contain no monomials of W(x), then comparing 
supp(f) and the righthandside, we get that C:=, (l,‘yr(’ + 1/1yr: + f,!‘yry) = 0. 
Thus we can assume I; = Ii, r; = r( E K[[x]]. 
For &.+ I = I; + 1 - A;/,, Fi = r, + Air,+ I with constants A; we have C:=, by& = 
C:=0 l;yr;, therefore we can choose A; to get for /I>. . . 6 that 
ord(&) < ord(&+t). Similar while changing the i:, we can substract all i by 
some multiples of other 1, to reduce to the case supp(li) n supp(lj) = 8 for all 
i fj, and Ii = ci u;#, uv E K, deg(l,) < ord(l;_ I). 
Now comparing CT:, .u~L,x.” with C:=, (c, u&)yri one gets r; = xki with 
ki = ord(l;), i = 0,. . t. Thus the righthandside does not contain .Y”_vx~ for 
eachkEN. 0 
Remark. The fact that CTX0 skyxk is not contained in the two-sided ideal 
generated by a = y is related to the fact that CT=0 xx- 6~ sk is not an element of 
Nx-11 @ qx11. com P are also Example 2.3.2 of [Mol]. 
Similarly one can prove for other elements a E K((S)) that the ideal gener- 
ated by a in K{(S)) is not closed, like y2, sy - y.u_ 
If I c K((S)) is a closed ideal, then there is a topological vector space K((S))/Z 
and a continuous projection K( (S)) + K( (S))/l with kernel I. 
From now on we only regard closed ideals in K{(S)). 
2 MONOID IDEAL GENERATORS 
Let S be a set and W = W(S) be the monoid of words over S, see [BP] for basic 
notions on W(S). 
Let X c W and a E X. 
Definition. 
u is called a non-multiple word in X, if u @ Wb W = { w1 bw2 : WI, ~2 E W} for 
all b E X, b # a. 
a is called a non-rightmultiple word in X, if a 4 h W = {bw : u E W} for all 
hi X,b#<i. 
Denote by M(X) resp. by M,(X) the set of non-multiple resp. of non-right- 
multiple words in X. 
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It is easy to see that the right ideal in W generated by X is XW = 
{a. u’ : a E X, w E W} and that XW = M,(X). W is the disjoint union of all 
CI. Wwithu~M,(X)becauseaWrlhW=0ifa,h~M,.(X)anda#h. 
This proves 
Proposition 2.1. For IV E XW there is a uniquepair (u, 7~) \r+th u E M,(X), 72 E W 
and 12’ = u u. 
This representation qf w E XW is called the standard right ideal representation 
of M’. 
Theset M,(X) = M,(XW) IS culled the minimal right idealgenerutor of XW 
The following statement is well-known: 
Proposition 2.2. The two-sided idealgenerated by X in W is WXW 
M(X) = M( WX W) is the unique minimal set which generates WX Wus a two- 
sided ideal in W; it is called the minimal ideal generator of WX W 
Let D(X) = {a = ( uoIu~,u~) : a, E W - {l},u~m~,ata~ E M(X)}; it is called the 
set of overlaps of X, compare [Be, p.1811. 
Proposition 2.3. M,( WX W) = { c. m : c E W ~ WX W. m E M(X) and there is 
no a = (a~. al. ~2) E D(X) such that c E Wao, m = u~Q}. 
Proof. (1) If u E D(X), a = (ua,ur ,a~) and c E Wao, m = ctlu2, then c = nq 
and cm = U’(UOU~)CI~ with a2 # 1. Thus cm = 7x4 with 1~ = NUOU~ which shows 
that cm E u W with u E WXW, TJ # cm. This shows that cm $ M,.( WXW). 
(2) It is easy to check that M,.( WXW) = M,( WM(X) W) = M,( WM(X)). 
Thus if w E M,( WXW) then it can be written as a product 7’ = cm with c E W. 
m E M(X). If c E WXW, then u would be a right multiple of an element in 
WXW different from U. Thus c +Z WXW. It follows from (1) that there is no 
CI E D(X) such that m = ala2, c E Wao. Thus M,( WXW) c Y := {cm : c E W- 
WXW,m E M(X) and there is no u E D(X) such that c E Wu0.m = u,ct2} 
which is the set defined in the proposition. 
(3) We will show that Y c M,( WXW). Assume that cm E Y and (m $! 
M,( WXW) = M,( WM(X)). Then there are elements h E W - WXW. m’ t 
M(X) such that cm E bm’ W and cm # bm’. Thus cm = bm’zj for some 7~ E W. 
As m, m’ E M(X) one can show that the length of b must be strictly smaller 
than the length of c. Thus there is c’ E W - WXW, c’ # 1, such that c’nr = m’zl. 
It follows that there is an a = (~0, at, a~) E D(X) such that aoat = m’. (10 = 
c’,atq = m and c E Wao. This is a contradiction. It follows that cnz E 
M,( WXW) and that Y c M,( WXW). 0 
Remark 2.4. If c E W - WXW,m E M(X),x E S and cm E M,.( WXW) then 
xcm E M,( WXW) iff xc 6 WXW and there is no a = (a~, ai?u2) E D(X) such 
that a0 = xc, ala2 = m. 
Examples. (1) Ifq’$x E S,JJ # x, then M,( WyxW) = {.x”y”‘+‘.x : n.m E N}. 
Moregenerally if u E W, D({v}) = @, then M,.( WOW) = {c.v: c E W- WVW}. 
(2) M,( Wx” W) = {c x” : L’ E w - Wx” w. c $! Wx}. 
(3) If S = {XY_V}..Y # J J, and X = {x2, _~~~‘.yx,y*} = M(X), then the WXW = 
{w E W : L(w) 2 2) and M,( WXW) = X. 
(4) IfX = {x’,y’}thenM,.( WXW) = {(.xy)“x* : n 2 0} u {(yx)“y’ : n > O}. 
3. REDUCTION OPERATOR 
Let S be a finite ordered set. The ordering of S can be extended to the degree- 
lexicographic ordering of all words in W := W(S). Words of equal length are 
ordered lexicographically, otherwise one has ‘11 < 111 iff deg(v) < deg(n). 
Definition. For allf‘ E K((S)) - (0) let p(.f‘) E W be the minimal element of 
supp(f) with respect to the degree-lexicographic ordering. p(f) is called the 
leading monomial of the power series5 Its coefficient Xkl(, ,(f’) will be denoted 
by 4f- ). 
The map p : K((S)) - (0) + W(S) will be called the leading monomial 
map. For any subset F c K((S)).we have p(F) = Uoi, EF {p(f)}. 
Ofcourse in general there does not exist a maximal monomial ofa power seriesf: 
Let r c K((S}) - (0). 
Definition. r is called simple with respect to leading monomials, for short 
simple, if 
(9 AC = M(k4r)), 
(ii) The restriction p]r : T + W(S) is injective. 
For r simple, let g : p(r) + r be the inverse map of the bijective map 
# : r + p(r) and let P(r) := {hg(v)n : h E M,( Wp(r) W), NV E W}. 
Proposition 3.1. Let r he simple. Q(r) := P(r) u ( W - Wp(r) W) is a J-a&c 
K-basis of K( (S)). 
Proof. The map /Q’(r) : P(T) + Wp(r) W is bijective by Proposition 2.3. If 
cp E P(r), y = bg(v)nl, then ~~~(9) # 0 iff L(buw) < n. Thus by Gaussian elim- 
ination (see [Mo2] or Example 3.6) it is clear that (9 E P(r) : p,(p) # 0} U 
{w E W - Wp(r) W : L(w) < n} = {‘p E Q(r) : p,,(p) # 0} generates a K-vec- 
tor space which is a complement to Ker(&) = J”. q 
Proposition 3.2. Let r he simple. Then there is u unique continuous K-linear 
projection 7-r : K((S)) ----* K((S)) with 
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(i) Ker(Tr) is the closed K-subspace generated by P(r), 
(ii) Im(rr) is the closed K- su b space generated by W - W/L(~) W. 
Tr is called the reduction operator induced by r. 
Proof. Let f E K((S)). It follows from Proposition 3.1 that there is a unique 
family (fY)pEQCTj * .f9 E K such that f‘ = CpcS(rl .f+ P. Let ~d.f) := 
c,, w-w/L(r)wfr^ cp. 
It is easy to check that Tr satisfies (i), (ii). q 
Proposition 3.3. 
(i) Ker(T[-) is a closedright ideal in K((S)). 
(ii) Ker(Tr) is contained in the closed two-sided ideal I(T) generated by l? 
(iii) !ff E I(r), then r,(f) E Z(T). 
(iv) Tt4f1.f;) = rr(rt-(f~ ).Mforfi $2 E KC(S)). 
(~1 ~(Tr(f‘)) 2 p(f) andord(Tt-(f)) L ord(f). 
Proof. (1) Iff E P(r), f = bg(v)w, bzi E M,.( Wp(r) W), w E W and M!’ E W. 
then obviously f w’ = bg(v)ww’ E P(r), as (bv)(ww’) E blr. W. This shows 
that Ker(Tr) . w’ c Ker(Tr) for w’ E W. As Ker(Tr) is closed, also 
Ker(TI,) . h c Ker(Tr) for all 12 E K((S)). 
(2) As P(r) b IS o viously contained in Z(r) also Ker(Tr) c Z(r). 
(3) T,(Tr(f) -f) = 0, as Tr = Tr o TI,. Thus r,(f) -f’ E Z(r) by (ii) and 
rr(f) E z(r), if f E z(r). 
(4) rr((f~ - rr(fi )) .f2) = 0 by (i) and (3). Thus rr(Yifi) = TGGi 1 .fi). 
(5) We use the notation from the proof of Proposition 3.2. We have 
.f = c pEsCrif+ .cp and obviously cl(f) = mN-44 :f, #Oh ~4s) f PL(Y') 
for cp, cp’ E (a(r). p# p’. 
Proposition 3.4. Let r be a simple subset of K((S)) - (0). Then there is a unique 
subset ? of K ((S)) - (0) such that the following properties hold: 
(i) r is normed, i.e. c(h) = 1 for all h E ?‘, 
(ii) i; is simple and p(p) = p(r), 
(iii) Ti_ = Tr, 
(iv) supp(h) c {p(h)} u ( W - W,n(r) W) for all h E P. 
Proof. (I) Let r := {g := p(g) - r&(g)) : g E r}. Then /I = p(g) because 
p(h) > p(g) if h = c(gMg) - g and thus p(r&(g))) = Cr(h)) > /h(g) by 
Proposition 3.3 (v). 
This shows that r is normed, simple and p(r) = b(r). As supp (r&(g))) c 
W - Wp(T) W, we also have shown (iv). 
(2) As Tr 0 Tr = Tr, we get r,(g) = rr(p(g)) - (Tr 0 rr)(cl(g)) = 0 and 
thus the closed subspace generated by P(i’) is contained in the closed subspace 
generated by P(r). Then Ker(Tf) c Ker(Tr). As Ker(TF) CB I/ = Ker(Z”r) ~5 
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U = K{(S)) h w ere U denotes the closed subspace generated by Wp(r) W = 
Wp(f’) W, we must have Ker(Tp) = Ker(Tr) which proves (iii). 
(3) Uniqueness is trivial. 0 
Definition. r is called reduced, if r = ?‘. 
Remark. ?’ is reduced; it is called the reduced simple system associated to r. 
Let I be closed ideal in K((S)) 
Proposition 3.5. There is u unique subset GI c I such that 
(9 P(GI) = MMZ)), 
69 supp(g) c &L(g)) u ( W - AZ))for allg E GI, 
(iii) g is normed, i.e. c(g) = 1 jbr all g E G,. 
The kernel of the reduction oprrator Tc, is the ideal I. The set GI is called the 
reduced Grsbner basis @I. 
Proof. (1) Let g,g’ E I with c(g) = c(g’) = 1, p(g) = /L(g’) E M(/h(Z)) and 
supp(g), supp(g’) c {p(g)> u ( W - IL(Z)). Then supp(g -g’) c W - /l(Z). If 
g-g’ # 0, one gets that LL(g -g’) E h(Z) which contradicts the property 
supp(g - g’) c W - p(Z). Thus g - g’ = 0. 
(2) For all v E M(p(Z)) there is a unique normed g,, in Z such that p(g,,) = c 
and supp(g,. - u) c (W - p(Z)) as in the proof of Proposition 3.4. G, = 
{gV : v E M(P(O)l. 
(3) If f E I, then supp(r(f)) c W - p(Z), where r = Tc, is the reduction 
operator induced by the simple system G,. As T(f) E Z.p(T(f)) E p(Z) = 
Wp(Gr) W if Y(f) # 0 which is a contradiction. Thus T(f) = 0 and 
f E Ker(T). This shows that Z = Ker(Tc,). 0 
Example 3.6. Let U be a K-vector subspace of the K-vector space KW,, = 
( W,,)K generated by the set W,, of monomials of degree n 2 1 and let Z = 
U-t J”+‘. 
Then Zis an ideal in K((S)). W e want to construct the reduced Griibner basis 
of I. /l,(U) is a subset of W,, and one can find a unique sequence gl, . . , gV in U 
such that 
(i) ~(g;)</~(g;+I)foralll<i<r-1, 
(ii) c(gi) = 1 for ail i, 
(iii) supp(g;) n p(U) = p(g;) for all i. 
Proof. Obviously one canfindfj ~ , jr in Usuch that p( U) = {p(f,), . , p(f;.)} 
and CL(~) < l-L(f;+l) for all i and such that c(,f;) = 1. Let gj :=A - Ci>; x,j; 
where JQi := x,,(r,)(f;). Then cl(&) = &I$ c(g;) = 1 and x,,Cf,j(g,) = 0. 0 
{g,! . . ,gr} is sometimes called the Gauss basis of U, see [MOM]. 
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Let G := W,,, - Wp( U) W and G = G u {gl~ . g,}. Then obviously G is 
the reduced Grobner basis of I. 
4. GR6BNER BASIS CRITERION 
Let F c K((S)) and r c F. 
Definition. r is called reduction system for F, if r is simple and p(r) = 
M(M)). 
Let D(p(T)) be the overlap system of p(T) and b)(r) be the set of pairs (a..f‘) 
where a = (ao, aI. 02) E D(p(T)) and .f = (fi .fi) E r x r with /~(,fi) = 
QQl, PL(j-2) = aI@. 
For any (a,f) E b(r), let h(Q) := c(fi)u& - c(fi)fiar and denote by 
D’(r) the set of h(a,f) for all (a,f) E b(r). 
D’(r) will be called system induced by overlaps from J’. Obviously D’(T) c 
I(r) c Z(F). Similarly defined elements h(u,f) in the setting of Buchberger’s 
algorithm are known as S-polynomials. 
Proposition 4.1. Let r be a reduction system,for Fund assume that F U D’(r) c 
Ker(Tr). 
Then Ker(T,,) = I(F). 
Proof. (1) Ker(TI,) c I(T) c I(F) by Proposition 3.3 (ii). 
(2) Ker(Tr) is a closed right ideal by Proposition 3.3 (i). 
(3) It suffices to show that Ker(Tr) is also a left ideal, since F c Ker(2”I.). 
We will prove in (4), (5) that .uh E Ker(Tr), ifs E S and h E P(r). It then fol- 
lows that wh E Ker(Tr) for all us E W by induction on deg(bi,). 
As I(r) is closed, we have I(r) = I = nrY, (I(r) + J”), see Lemma 1.1. If 
P E K((S)), h E Ker(T r we have to show that ph E Ker(Tr) + Jk for each k. ) 
NOW p = Ci=, c;u’i +p’ with c; E K, 1Z’i E W, p’ E Jk and h = x,I=, c;hi + h’ 
with~~EK,hjEP(r),h’EJknKer(T~).Thenph=C,<ii~,<j<,sci~,!W,h,+ 
C;‘=, c;fi’;h’ + c;=, c,!p’hi +p’h’. As w;hi E Ker(Tr) and M’ih’,p’hi,p’h’ E J’ 
one getsph E Ker(Tr) + J”. This shows that Ker(Tr) is a left ideal in K((S)). 
(4) Let s E S: h E P(r). h = bg(7/)bv with bl) E M,.( Wp(r) W), b E W- 
Wp(r) W, o E M(p(r)) = 0). 
Assume furthermore, that xb $ Wp(r) W. Then we will show that sh E 
Ker(Tr). 
Let xbv = dmu with dm E M,( Wp(r) W). d E W - W/l.(r) W. m E p(r), 
u E W, see Proposition 2.3. 
Case 1: d # I 
Then d E x W and there is d’ E W such that d = xd’. We can cancel x from 
the equation xbv = xd’mu and obtain bv = d’mu. As bl: E M,( Wp(r) W), we 
get from Proposition 2.3 that u = 1 and u = m, because v,m E M(p(r)) = 
p(r). Then b = d’ and d = xb. This shows that xbg(v)w: E P(r). 
Case 2: d = 1 
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Then mu = xhv. By assumption xh E IVp(Z) W. Therefore deg(xb) < deg(nz). 
There is a = (ao, ai, Q) E D(p(r)) such that aoai = m. ~214 = PI. In fact a0 = xh, 
cI2 = u. Let g = g(v), c = c(g) and gi = g(m). cl = c(gl). Then 11 := 
h(a: (gl,g)) = cixbg - cgiu E D’(T). As D’(Z) c Ker(Tr), we get from giu E 
Ker(Tr) that xbg E Ker(Tr) and therefore xbgrv = x/z E Ker(Tr). 
By induction on deg(d) we can conclude that tig(r:)nt E Ker(Tr), if 
dg W- Wp(r)W. 
(5) Let x E S, h E P(Z), h = bg( ) TJ M’ with bv E M,.( Wp(JI) W), b E W- 
WP(T) W; v E M(P(T)) = P(T) as above. Assume furthermore that xh E 
Wp(r) W. We will show that xh E Ker(Tr) + J” for all k E N. Tr(xh) 
is contained in the K-vector space generated by W - Wp(r) W. Thus 
T&b) = c:‘=, c;b; + a with ci E K, h; E W - Wp(Z’) W, a E J” and thus 
rr(xb)g(w)bv = Cl=, cibjg(u)rc + ag(v)w E Ker(Tr) + Jk using (4). 
Asxb - Tr(xb) E Ker(Tr) by Proposition 3.3, onegets (xb - Tr(xb))g(v)cc E 
Ker(Tr), as Ker(Tr) is a right ideal. Finally we obtain that xh = xbg(v)w = 
(xb - Tr(xb))g(w)w + Tr(xb)g(v)w E Ker(Tr) + Jk. 0 
Let r be the reduced simple system associated to ZY From Proposition 4.1, 
we get p(Z(F)) = p(Ker(Tr)) = p(P(Z)) = Wp(r) W = Wp(f’) W and 
M( W&) W) = p(F). 
It follows: 
Corollary 4.2. Let r be a reduction system for F with Tr(F U D’(r)) = 0. Then 
f is the reduced Griibner busis of Z(F). 
5. PROCEDURE 
We will describe a procedure which computes for any given system F c K( (S)) 
the reduced Griibner basis GF of the closed two-sided ideal Z(F) generated by F 
in K((S)). 
This means: we have to specify a system of bilinear combinations CT_, h;j;h,! 
with5 E F, h;, h( E K((S)) which sweep out GF. 
In the following we will keep Ffixed and write I = Z(F), Zk = Z + J”. 
If F is not contained in J, then there is a unit of K( (S)) in F and Z = K( (S)). 
Let m be minimal such that F is not contained in J”‘. Then F c J”‘+ ’ and any 
f E F has a unique decomposition f =A,,_ 1 +,f' with ord(f ‘) > m and 
supp(J+ 1) c {w E W : deg(w) = m - l}. 
If Uis the K-vector space generated by {frill _ I : f E F}, then Z, = U + J”’ and 
the reduced Grobner basis G, of I,, is given in Example 3.6. 
Let n > m and assume that a description of the Grobner basis G,, has been de- 
vised. 
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We will describe a method to obtain G, + 1 (Proposition 5.1.). Combining this 
method with Proposition 5.3, one gets a procedure to obtain CF. 
At first we need the following lifting procedure: 
Let GL = {g E G,, : deg(p(g)) < n - 1). 
Then it iseasy tosee that p(G, - GA) = {M-E W:deg(+z,) = n, M’$! W(p(GL)) W}. 
By the induction hypothesis, for any g E G,‘, there is a bilinear combination 
g = C::‘z, MJ; 1’ with 5 E F u Jn,hi,h( E K((S)). We may assume that .f; E F 
for 1 5 i 5 s and 5 E Jn for s + 1 I i 5 I’. Let S = Ci_, h;.fih(. Then FL(~) = 
/c(g). because pL(C:‘=,+ , h;jihl) E J” and p(g) $ J”. 
Let r,z = {g : g E GA}. We have obtained a lifting of GL into I, i.e. r,, c 
I, p(r,,) = /L(GA) and obviously r,, is simple. 
As P(G,,) is a J-adic K-basis of K((S)) we get that P,, = {p E P(G,,) : P,~(P) # 0} 
generates a K-vector space which is a complement to J” in K((S)). 
J’,, = {P E P(G;) : P,,(P) # 01, b ecausep,,(7)) = 0 for all 2’ E G,, - GA. 
Therefore r,,(h) E To:,(h) mod J” for any 17 E K( (S)). 
Using Lemma 5.2 we obtain r,,(h) E Y,,(h) mod J” for any lz E K((S)). 
If .f’ E F, we have r,,(f) = 0 and thus r,;,(f) E 0 mod J” for all ,f’ E F. 
If h E D’(G,,), then T,(h) = 0 and thus also r,(h) E 0 mod J”. 
There is a unique q,,(f) E K( (S)) with supp(qn(f)) c {M’ E W : deg(iq) = II + 1 } 
such that Y,(f) - qn(f’) E JrTt2 for any ,f E F and there is a unique r,,(h) E 
K((S)) with supp(t,(h)) c {w E W : deg(w) = n + l} such that r,;(h) - 
f,j(h)‘i+‘. Let U,,+i be the vector space generated by {q,,(f) :.f’ E F} U 
{rll(/z) : h E D’(G,)}. Then U,, 1 c I + J n+ 2 If T,, is the reduced Grobner basis 
of (i,,-, + J”+’ and Ti = {t E T,, : t # Jnf2, p(t) $ Wp(GA) W}, then r,, U T,: is 
a simple system. 
Let A,,+ 1 := r,, u T,: u {w E W : deg(iv) = IZ + 1, w $ Wp( I’,z U T,:) W}. Ob- 
viously A,,, I is simple. 
Proposition 5.1. G, + 1 is the reduced system associated to A,, + 1. 
Proof. It is easy to check that F c Ker(Z”A,7+ ,). Let a = (ag, al,az) t 
&4A,,+ I)), f = (.fi&) E A,+, x A,,+, such that (a,J‘) E @A,+I), see Set- 
tion 4. 
If deg(aoalaz) > n + 2, we get h(a.f‘) E Jnt2. If deg(aoalaz) < n + 1, we get 
ord(f;) < n, ord(fj) < n, because deg(ao) > 1, deg(az) > 1. 
Thus Ji,f? E r,, and h(a,f) E b(r,). As T,(h(a,f )) E U,,,, we get 
%, , , (h(a.f)) = 0. 
Thus by Proposition 4.1 we can conclude that Ker(T&, j ,) is a two-sided 
closed ideal. Thus I c Ker(TA,!+,). As An+, c I + J”*‘, we get I + J”+’ = 
Ker(TA<, + , ). Then by Proposition 3.5 the reduced system associated to A,, + I is 
G I,+ 1. 0 
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Lemma 5.2. Let rl, r2 he simple with X = p(rl) = ,u(~z). Let g; : X + r; he 
the inverse map of p/I’; : ri + X. 
Assume thut gl(v) E gz(u) mod J” for all v E X for some k E N. Then 
Tr, (h) = Trz(h) mod J” for a/I h E K((S)). 
Proof. There is a unique bijective map ()* : rl + rz such that p(g*) = p(g) for 
all g E rl. Let h E P(r,),h = hg, (21)~’ with h E W - Wp(r,) W, h7? E 
M,(Wa)W), w E W. Define h’ := bg2(v)u’ = hg,(u)*w. Then h* E P(Tz) 
and the map P(ri) + P(rl) is bijective. Also h E h’ mod J”, as gl(7,) E 
gz(tj) mod J’. Thus Ker(Tr,) + 1” = Ker(Tr,) + J”. As Im(rr,) + J” = 
Im(rrz) + J” one can conclude that 2’r, (/I) - rrZ(h) E J”. 0 
Proposition 5.3. Let r be a simple system, r c I(F) = I. 
[fp(r) = lJ,y=, p(GA), then r is a minimul Griihner husis of Z(F), i.e. p(r) = 
M(p(Z)), and the reduced system associated to r is GF. 
Proof. (1) /L(GL) c p(GA+ ,) by Proposition 5.1 and thus p(GA) c p(Gi) for any 
k > n. 
(2) Let H = U,“=, p(GL). We show that M(H) = H. Let a, b E H with 
a E Wb W. By (1) there is n E N such that CI, b E p(GL). As G, and GA are simple 
we have M(p(Gi)) = p(GA). Thus a = h which shows that M(H) = H. 
(3) If r c I, r simple such that /L(r) = H, then it is easy to show that r is a 
Griibner basis of I which means that Wp(r) W = p(I); because if h E I, h # 0 
and ord(h) = ord(p(h)) = k - 1 then p(h) E Wp(GL) W. p(h) cannot be a mul- 
tiple of p(g) for g E Gk - GL, because ord(g) = k. Thus ~(12) E W/L(r) W. r is a 
minimal GrGbner basis of Z with respect to the inclusion, because M(p(JI)) = 
IL(r). By Proposition 3.5 the reduced system associated to r is Gf. 0 
6. APPLICATIONS 
Let n > 1, S = {xi,. . , x,,}, F c K((S)) and Z(F) be the closed ideal in K((S)) 
generated by F. 
In the following we assume that all f E F are without constant term, because 
otherwise 1 E p(F) and I(F) is the unit ideal. 
Let Aut(K((S))) be the group of K-algebra-automorphisms of K((S)). For any 
automorphism cy E Aut(K((S))) one has a(Jk) c J”, hence N is continuous. 
Any LY is uniquely determined by the system of power series (Y(xI), . a(.~,,). 
Proposition 6.1. Let gl, . . . ,g,, be power series in J and assume thut 
p2(gl):. . . ,p2(gn) are linearly independent, where p2 is the projection onto 
K((S))/J2. 
Then there is a unique CI E Aut(K( (S))) with a(.Yi) = gf for all i. 
Proof. (1) Any automorphism r of the vector space J/J2 generated by all 
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xi, i = 1 . . . n, extends to an element of Aut(K((S))). Therefore we may assume 
without loss of generality that g; = xi + g,! with g/ E J’ for all i. 
(2) Let S’ be the set {rt , . , t,, XI,. ,x,} ordered by x,, < x,_ 1 < . . < 
xl < t, < . . < tl. As XI . . . . ! x,, are free variables, there is an algebra homo- 
morphism $J : K{(S)) + K((S’)) with $(xi) = t; for all i. Let q : K((S’)) + 
K( (S)) be the algebra homomorphism with Xi I--+.X;. t; +-+ g; = x; + g,! for all i. 
Let I = Ker(cp). Obviously x; +gi - t;. i = 1 .n, generate I. With the or- 
dering defined above we have ~(x; + g,! - t,) = xi for all i. The induced overlap 
system is empty and it follows by Corollary 4.2 and Proposition 3.1 that 
{x;+g/-t;: ‘- I - 1 n} is a Grobner basis ofland W(S’) - W(S’) . S. W(S’) 
is a J-adic basis of K((S))/Z, w h ere the notion of a J-adic basis is naturally ex- 
tended on quotient spaces of K( (xi, t;)). 
Thus there is no 0 ff E K((S’)) with p(,f’) = 0 and supp(f’) c 
W((t1,. . > tn}). 
As for all .f E Im($) we have supp(f) c W({ tl, . . . % t,,}) we can conclude 
that N := p o ~1 is injective, because II, and cp]Zm(Q) are injective. 
Q : K(P)) + K(W) is surjective, because it maps x, - g( onto xi. Therefore 
(t is an isomorphism. q 
If follows: 
Corollary 6.2. Let II > 1, S = {XI, . %x,,} undr c K((S)) - (0) he simple. We 
de$ne H := {g E r : ord(g) = l}, S’ = S - p(H) md denote by r’ the subset ?f 
K((S’)) consisting of all f E f - H. 
Then K((S))/Z(I’) 2 K((S’))/Z(r’). 
From now on we are interested in subsets F c K((S)) with S n p(F) = S. 
Example. Let S = {x, y}, y < x. 
If F = {f}. f = yx +f’ E K((x,y)) with ord(f’) > 2,yx%y’ $! supp(f”) 
then the Grobner basis of Z(F) is given byf, because the set of overlaps of 
p(F) = {y.~} is empty. A J-adic K-basis of K((x,y))/Z(F) is given by 
{x’,r : T E N}, where we still write x, y for the residue classes of x and j’. 
If F= {f} andf’ h IS omogeneous then the algorithm to determine the re- 
duced Grobner basis of Z(F) in K((x,y)) with y < x coincides with the Buch- 
berger-Mora algorithm for ideals in the free algebra K(x,~~) with x < y. For 
example, if ,f = ux2 + bxy + cyx + dy2, LI, b, c, d E K - (0). d(b - c) # 0, one 
gets an infinite Grijbner basis of the form {h, : n E N}, h, homogeneous of de- 
gree M + 2 with p(h,!) = yx”~~, see [G, Corollary 5.21, and compare also [U, 
Chapter 21. 
Example. LetS= {x,y},y < xandletk E N:k > 3. 
The equation y2 = xx- in K(x, y) can be viewed as the equation of a non- 
commutative Neil parabola. The same equationf = O,f = .I” - xk, generates 
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an ideal Z(F) E K((x,y)) an we are interested in its residue class algebra d 
K((?Y))ll(f). 
We have b(f) = yfy2 leads to one overlap, namely (y? y, y) and one has to 
include (,y2 - .x~)L, - y(y’ - x”) = yx” - X”J~ in GI, because the reduction with 
respect to y’ - .xk of yx” - x”y is not zero, see the criterion Corollary 4.2 for 
F = {f’} to be a Grobner basis. 
Proposition 6.3. 
(i) For all k > 3, a Griibner basisfor Z(sx - y”) in K((x.y)) is given by G, = 
{y’ -xk,yxk -xkp} anda J-adic I(-basisof := K{(x,y))/Z(x’ -y2) isgivrnb~ 
B:= W-W~(G~)W={~i(~~~~yx~~)y~:O~~~I,O~~.O~i~~~l <~,<k-1). 
(ii) For all k > 3, a Griibner basis ,for Z(.uk -I>‘) in K(x,y) is given by 
{x” - y2,y2s - .xy*} andu K-vector space basis of A ,,,, 1) := K(x.y)/I(xk - y2) is 
given by B,,,,,. := {x’(n~‘~, J..Y’J)J,~ : 0 5 r 5 k - 1.0 < (T, 0 < m. 1 5 E; 5 k - I}. 
(iii) A,,,[, canonicall~~ embeds into A^. 
Proof. (1) Now I = {y’,y_~~} and D = {(y,y,_~‘). (y~y~.u”)}. It remains to 
check that To,((y’ - .Y”)x~ - y(yxk - .Y’-y)) = 0. But T(-r”” + ys”_r) = 
qqyx”)_,+ .$k = -q+J) - .y2k = _VX.Yk - _Yzk = 0. 
(2) Part (ii) is proved similarly using the maximal monomial qA and the 
polynomial case algorithm for K(s, y)/l(sA - J.~)~ s < y. 
(3) One maps Bpoty onto B by associating to ~~(ni’i, y_~‘~)y”.O 5 r < 
k - 1,0 < 0, 1 < E; 5 k - 1, the element _~~+“~(n~‘~, y.xEl)ymT2”, where n is 
maximal with 2n < (r. It is easy to see, that the corresponding algebra homo- 
morphism is injective. 0 
Let (1 - X) -‘K(x, y) := K(x, y, t)/Z( 1 - t(1 - .x)% 1 - (1 ~ .~)t). 
(1 - x))‘K(x, y) can be viewed as a noncommutative localization of K(x, y) 
at (1 - x). 
The set F = {tx - t + 1, xt - t + I} is a Grobner basis of Z(F) 
Proof. We use the polynomial case algorithm together with the degree lexico- 
graphic ordering induced by t > y > x The system induced by the overlaps 
{(f, x, t), (x, t, x)} of F reduces to zero, because t(1 - (1 - x)t) - (l- 
t( 1 - x))t = 0 and _Y( 1 - t( 1 - x)) - (1 - (1 ~ x)t)x = 0. 0 
Now a K-vector space basis of (1 - x))‘K(x, y) is given by B = 
W- W{t.x,xt}W, where W = W({x,y,t =: (1 -x)‘}). 
Similarly we define 
(1 -~~)~‘(K(x,y)/I(~‘-x3)) := K(x,y,t)/Z(y’ -.x3, 1-t(l-x), 1 -(l -x)t). 
Lemma 6.4. A Gr6bnerbasisof(1 - ~)~‘(K(x,y)/Z(y~ - x3)) isgiven by 
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{.u~-~l’.~~.~-~~*,tX-~+l,,Yt-f+fl,t~~+.~~+.~+l -r,J’r+.u’+s+l -f} 
and a K-vector space basis qf( 1 - x)~ ’ (K(x._r)/I(j)’ - x”)) isgiven hi 
{.Y’(J(n;Y, JW;)J~” : 0 5 Eg < 2,0 I a,0 I rn,O;E {.Y~‘.fk~: 1 5 E; 2 2: 1 < k;}}u 
{t”“(& ya;)~‘“: 0 5 ko,O 5 a,0 5 m,a; E {s’j, t/;j : 1 5 E, 5 2,l 5 k;}}. 
Proof. New overlaps, i.e. overlaps we have not reduced in the computations 
above, are (~‘..~.t),(t,~,~~),(~,t,~~)~(y’,t,~),(t,~~~,.~),(t,~~‘~t). 
Let p be the (polynomial) projection map on K(S), see [G]. Then: 
p(s’(.vt - t + 1) - (X” -$)t) = /I(_& ~ s’t + x’) = p(y’t + x2 + .Y + 1) = 0 
and similarly p(t(s’ - y’) - (tx - I + 1)x’) = 0. 
p(s(tJ + .X2 + .Y + 1 - t) - (xt - t + l)_$) = .X+X7 + J’ ~ t + 1 - 1 - .Y - 
.Y’ + t -J” = 0 and similarly p(.~‘(ts - t + 1) - (_t.‘t + .Y’ + .Y + 1 - t)~) = 0 
and ,~(t(y’.~ - sj,‘) - (rot’ + .y2 + .Y + 1 - 1)s) = 0. 
At last o(t(y’t + .v2 + .Y + 1 - t) - (ty’ + x2 + .Y + I -- t)t) = p(ts2 + t.v- 
x21 - xt) = 0. 0 
Since C,z_o .Y”’ is a unit in K((.Y,J)) there is a unique K-algebra homomorph- 
ism +5 : (1 - X) ‘K(.Y,J*) + K((.Y,J~)) with t H C,:__,, .Y’“. 
Proposition 6.5. 
(i) cp : (1 - .Y))‘K(x,J’) + K((s,y)) isinjective. 
(ii) (1 -.Y))‘K(.Y,_~)/Z(.Y~ -y2) cunoniccrlly embeds into K((.r,y))/I(y’ - x3), 
Proof. (1) Let ,f E Ker(cp),f E KB c K(.x,y, t), B := W - W{ts,st} W as 
above. 
There are ft &,f; E KB with f = rj; + xfl + J:f;. de&f)) < deg(f) and ,f; E 
(Uktk r”yW),,f* E (&N .&JW),. 
We have to show that fl ,fz.f3 E Ker(cp), then they are zero by induction on 
ddf). 
For k > 0 we have ~(t . I’) = Czro c,,,s” with ~3,)~ = (“‘L ” ). This is not a 
finite sum, even if charK # 0. 
Assume that cp(,fi) # 0. Then one can choose a sufficiently high m E N with 
x”‘)~ E supp(cp(tf,)) for some \V E yB U {1} such that s”‘H~ C$ supp((p(xfi + _tf;)). 
Then obviously supp(cp(f )) # 0, w IC h’ h IS a contradiction. Thus,f, has to be in 
Ker(p) and therefore be zero. 
Now for .xfz.fz # 0, we get monomials starting with s in supp(cp(.$)) which 
cannot be canceled by cp(yf3). Thus fz E Ker(f) and therefore .fi = 0 and 
f; = 0. This proves part (i) of the proposition. 
(2) There is an algebra homomorphism (1 - .~))‘K(s,~)/l(x~ -_I%‘) - 
K((.~.y))/l(y~ -x”) with f~ Cg= o x”’ induced by y which we denote by q. 
Let ,f E Ker( Cp), write f as an element of KB’, where B’ is the vector space 
basis given in Lemma 6.4, in the form f = t"+ ' yf, + .yf? + ~:f;> k  0, such that 
deg.J.f;) < deg,,.(S), h w ere deg.,,,.(f) := max{L(,c) : w E supp(f )}, if L de- 
notes the semigroup homomorphism W + N with L(s) = L(y) = 1~ L(r) = 0. 
We assume f, $! Ker( cp). As Ker( @) is a two-sided ideal, we can furthermore 
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assume thatf2 = 0 after multiplying with a sufficiently high power oft, because 
t.~ reduces to I - 1. 
Lemma 6.4 shows, that the support of (the reduction of) Cp(l’fi) is a subset of 
{.Y~“‘~v : m E NJ, ZI E B’}, because the reduction r shifts .I+” to the beginning of 
the expression only if n = 3~2. In fact there are finitely many 0; E B’, j = l( . I’, 
which are determined by the reduction of (P(yji), and a set M c h4 with 
A4 = FV in case char K = 0, and else also #(A4 fl (IV - 3fV)) = x if one has 
chosen a sufficiently high k, such that Q := supp(r( @(t”+‘yfi))) = 
{X”‘JYlj : j = 1 . r,m E M}. 
Q = supp(T( @(f - _rlf;))) is different from supp(Y( $(J:/;))) c {.~~“~yw : m E 
N, w E B’} for every J;. As in part (1) we get a contradiction to ,f; $! Ker( (p) and 
the assertion follows by induction on deg.,.,,.(j). 0 
Concluding remarks. (i) Proposition 6.5 gives an example which allows to 
compare algebraic localization and completion in the noncommutative case. It 
is not obvious, how this approach is related to the noncommutative (local) 
algebraic geometry described for instance in the book of [RI. 
(ii) Using the techniques introduced in this paper one should also be able to 
determine local data of noncommutative algebras which have further structure, 
like Hopf-algebras. Noncommutative power series algebras occur for example 
as ideal-adic completions of coordinate rings. Following the notations of [GH] 
let 0(&I,,) = K(X;j : 1 5 i,j < n) be the algebra representing the semigroup- 
valued functor M,, of n x n-matrices on the category of associative K-algebras 
with unit elements. 0(M,,) is a K-bialgebra with comultiplication d given by 
n(X;j) = Ci=, Xik @ Xx/ and counit E given by E(X;j) = S;, where S;j is Kro- 
necker’s delta. Denote X;j - 6, by x;p Then completion with respect to the ideal 
generated by all .x;j yields the’power series algebra K( (.x/j : 1 5 i, j < n)) as CO- 
ordinate ring of an ‘infinitesimal neighbourhood of the unit matrix’. It carries 
the structure of a topological or formal Hopf-algebra. 
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